The class of syntactic operators is defined. If a full AFL .La is not closed under a syntactic operator Q, then repeated application of @ to --~ produces an infinite hierarchy of full AFLs and the closure of .~a under Q is not full principal. If .~a 1 and ~a 2 are incomparable full AFLs, then the least full AFL containing .~a 1 and ~a is not closed under any syntactic operator. IfL is any generator of a full AFL ~ closed under any syntactic operator, then all of ~a may be expressed as finite state translations of L (without applying concatenation or star). It is shown that substitution, insertion, intercalation and homomorphic replication are all syntactic operators.
l. INTRODUCTION
Recently there have been several investigations of hierarchies of families of languages, particularly hierarchies caused by repeated application of operators such as substitution and intersection [3, 5, 15, 16, 20, 24, 30, 34] . In some cases it was observed that a finite number of applications of the operator suffices to produce the relevant closure, as the family of quasi-realtime Turing machine languages is both the least intersection closed AFL containing the context-free languages and the family of languages obtained by applying a nonerasing homomorphism to the intersection of three context-free languages [3] . Certain operators, such as nested iterated substitution [23] , are idempotent in the sense that one application brings closure. It was shown in [20] that substitution always induces an infinite hierarchy among full semiAFLs. In this paper we generalize this result to a class of operators on full semiAFLs sharing the hierarchy properties of substitution. To make this precise, we need a few definitions. If oW is a full semiAFL that is not closed under substitution, then .L,C~oW is not substitution closed and ~(~) is not a full principal AFL; if ~ and 5r are incomparable full semiAFLs, 5r ~ is not substitution closed [20] . Our general result will be to define a class of operators, the syntactic operators, for which the above theorems also hold, and to show the existence of many syntactic operators in addition to substitution.
The results on substitution were based on a key syntactic lemma regarding a special type of substitution. DEFINITION 1.6. Languages L 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint if L 1 4= r v6 L2 and there are 27a and 272 such that L 1 _C 271% L2 C 272+, and 271 N 272 = r 1 We let A* be the monoid generated by A with identity e; then A + = AA*. 2 A language is e-free if it does not contain e. A family of languages is e-free if all of its members are e-free. A family of languages is nonregular if it contains at least one nonregular language. It was noticed in [8] that the binary operation (r(L1, L2) on languages induces the operator ~O.LP 2 on semiAFLs. We start by defining a simple operator on full semiAFLs, ~ @ 4, associated with a binary operation @ (L1, L2) on languages (Definition 2.2).
Lemma 2.1 of [20] states that ifL 1 andL~ are strongly disjoint languages and ~ and are full semiAFLs such that a(L1, L~) ~ s then L 1 ~ ~ or L 2 ~ 4. This lemma is the basis for our definition of syntactic operators. We define two properties of simple operators: Property (A) is a generalization of a form of Lemma 2.1 of [20] , using the fact that is a full semiAFL contained in every full semiAFL and ~(~c#)= ~6J/2(5~) [7] . Property (B) is the straightforward generalization to arbitrary operators. We define syntactic operators as simple operators possessing property (A) and a weakened form of (B) (Definition 2.8).
In Section 2, we show that if @ is a syntactic operator and 2;o is a full semiAFL not closed under @, then ~ @ ~ is not closed under @ (Lemma 2.3), and the least full @-closed (semi)AFL containing ~ is not a full principal (semi)AFL (Theorem 2. 
4). This general-
In [20] and [22] we used the clumsier notation ~(Lx) for a(L~, L~). Here we use a(L~, L~) to emphasize that cr is a binary operation on languages.
A language L is bounded ifL _C w~* ..-w~* for words wx ,..., w,,. An AFL s is full bounded if .~e = ~(s for a family 5 r of bounded languages.
izes the result of Goldstine that ~c ld~LP 2 cannot be contained in any full bounded AFL [19] .
A full AFL ~a splits if it can be expressed as ~ --,~(~ t) ~) for incomparable full AFLs ~1 and ~. We define ~,,(~) {L ~ S I,~(L) ~c ~};
for a full principal AFL, ~(~) consists of the nongenerators. A nonregular full principal AFL s does not split if and only if ~ has no independent core of size larger than one if and only if any core of 2~' contains a generator if and only if ~(s is the unique maximal full AFL properly contained in ~ (Theorem 3.1). A full AFL s which is not fldl principal and does not split has no independent core and if ~ is a full AFL properly contained in ~qa then ~ C ~ C ~,a for some full AFL ~ (Theorem 3.2). If ~ is a full principal AFL closed under a syntactic operator @, then does not split, ~2j(2,~) is a full AFL closed under @ and .A~,5(s consists of precisely those members of 2,( 2 which are not m-generators (Theorem 3.3).
Sections 2 and 3 establish the properties of syntactic operators. Sections 4 and 5 give examples of syntactic operators other than substitution. Section 4 discusses insertion, a form of substitution, shows insertion to be a syntactic operator and discusses some of its special properties. The stack languages are not closed under substitution [22] but are closed under insertion. Hence the family s162 of one-way stack languages does not split, ~(~qa) is closed under insertion, and every generator of is an m-generator. The same is true of the nonerasing stack languages.
Section 5 deals with two infinite classes of syntactic operators: the intercalations and the homomorphic replications [12] .
SYNTACTIC OPERATORS
In this section we define syntactic operators and use a series of lemmas and theorems to prove the general hierarchy theorem on full semiAFLs (Theorem 2.2), and to establish other properties of syntactic operators. We also prove the following generalization of a result of Goldstine [19] : a nonregular AFL closed under any syntactic operation cannot be contained in any full bounded AFL.
A binary operator @ assigns to an ordered pair (~ , ~) of families of languages a family of languages ~ written ~'a ~ ~ @ ~ 9 We are interested in operators simply related to operations on languages. The associated operation is also called simple.
When no confusion exists, we shall use the same symbol for both the operator and the associated operation. Most of the operators induced by binary operations have stronger properties than those given in the previous definition. For example, we usually have 0~1 u ~ C 5r 1 | ~ for all families ~ and ~cp~ closed under nonerasing homomorphism. In addition, most of these operators carry full principal semiAFLs into full principal semiAFLs even though, as we shall see, J//]| is usually not full principal. Furthermore, the generator of ~1 | ~ can often be obtained by applying | to suitable strongly disjoint generators of ~ and ~ (although for substitution one needs a m-generator of ~'(~) which may not be in ~-cP2). We have chosen to give the minimal conditions which serve our purpose and are easy to state. EXAMPLE 2.1 (Substitution). The fact that substitution is a simple operator follows from the results of [8] and is easy to verify directly. If o~ 1 and ~ contain all unit sets, clearly ~ u ~ _C ~0~.
If ~ and ~ are full semiAFLs, so is ~0~ [18] . The operator 8-is associated with the operation a defined in Definition 1. for the homomorphism h defined by h(•) = h(a) = e, a e Z' 1 and
Notice that the definition of o~(~q') in Definition 1.5 does indeed coincide with Definition 2.3 for @ --or. EXAMPLE 2.2 (Boolean Operators). The Boolean operators on families of languages are quite different from the operators associated with Boolean operations on languages. The former are not simple whereas the latter are so defined.
The operator u does not preserve closure under union. The operator associated with union on languages is ~fl v ~f2 = {L1 w L 2 ILl ~ ~1, L~ 6 ~f2}, which is clearly a simple operator.
The operator n among families of languages clearly violates Definition 2.2. The simple operator associated with intersecting two languages is
where for families of languages ~'4'1, ~,
The fact that 3r ^ 5r is a full semiAFL for ~ and ~ full semiAFLs is established in [10] . It is shown in [8] 
For any complete class f2, we shall call L 1 and
IfL _C Z'l* , Z' a n Z' 2 = r and h : Za* -+ Z'2* is a one-one length preserving homomorphism, we call h(L) a renaming of L. If hl(La) is a renaming ofL 1 , h~(L2) is a renaming of L 2 in a different alphabet from hi(L1) , and c~ and fl are any two new symbols, clearly 
~(L2 u (e}) = ~(G u {e}).
Thus the class of pairs of strongly disjoint languages is complete. We shall call this class g?D 9 Throughout most of this paper (in particular Section 4), g? will be the class ~/3 9 In the discussion of homomorphic replication in Section 5, X2 will be the class D e of "endmarker disjoint" pairs of languages; languages L 1 and L~ are endmarker disjoint ifL 1 _C cZl*c , and Lz C_ dX2*d , where c and d are distinct endmarkers.
In order to define syntactic operators we first need a partial ordering on binary operations. In these definitions we again use the same symbol for the operator and the associated operation. Let s be a complete class of pairs of languages. DEFINITION 2.6. Let @1 and @2 be binary operations. Then @1 is ~2-hierarchical The operation of insertion defined in Section 4 is shown there to be OD-hierarchical to concatenation.
We now define a sequence of classes of syntactic operations. so U is not Q-syntactic. IfL 1 (3 L 2 = ~, then L1 n L 2 9 ~ @ 50~ for all full semiAFLs 50a and 50~, so it is evident that c~ is not in any QD --0~. We shall see later that @ is not Q-syntactic with respect to Shuff (L~, L2) or any other operation, for any complete class Q.
An operator can be associated with two distinct operations as we saw in Example 2.2. It is an open question if one operation could be syntactic and the other not. When we use the same symbol for a syntactic operator @ and a binary operation @, we shall imply that the operator is syntactic and associated with the given simple operation.
It is not always necessary to verify all of Definition 2.9 as the next lemma shows.
Proof. Let 50 be a full semiAFL and let (L 1 ,L2) 9 If | ,L2) 9 then @2(L1, L2) E ~(@x(La, L2) ) _C ~50, so L 1 9 50 or L~ 9 s162
For the rest of this section, let Q be a fixed complete class of pairs of languages. We now establish our three working lemmas. Since it is always the case that = d({L* I r d(Y)}) [8] , we can call a full AFL satisfying (2) (2) and (3) follow from the previous theorem. EXAMPLE 2.3 (Full Bounded AFL). Goldstine [19] has recently established that no full bounded AFL can contain a nonregular substitution closed AFL. We now generalize this theorem as follows: no full bounded AFL can contain a nonregular AFL closed under any syntactic operation.
First we need some definitions. We shall show that, although a full AFL is a full semiAFL, a nonregular full (m-)bounded AFL is never a full bounded semiAFL. q'~K 2 [7, 28] . Goldstine [19] showed that if 5P is a finite set of m-bounded languages, then
We need the following lemma: 
Hence at least one/~j is regular. Since L~-= h71(L~) E ~(/~), L~-is also regular.
THEOREM 2.4. Let 3, be a family of bounded languages.
( Suppose ~ is an AFL contained in o4 (3,) and closed under some syntactic operation. Then by Lemma 2.5, ~'2 _C Jr and so ~ _C G. On the other hand, both G and G 0 are closed under substitution [6] which is a syntactic operation. Remark. Goldstine [19] has shown the above corollary for the operation of substitution where 5r 1 and ~ are merely semiAFLs. We can obtain this result by modifying our proof as follows. For substitution we have the additional facts that Thus * is, not surprisingly, idempotent. In Section 4 we see that concatenation is in ~9 D --0 o but is neither idempotent nor syntactic.
1) If 3, is m-bounded for any m >/1, then the only semiAFLs contained in ~(3,) and closed under concatenation are G o and G.
The operation of reversal can be defined so as to be idempotent. If we define
then r is simple. ~ Also, and ~r~
Le v ~R _ d],(~e)
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:
Hence r is idempotent. A more interesting idempotent operator is nested iterated substitution. We define for full semiAFLs ~ and ~gq z . It is shown in [23] that for a full semiAFL ~(', Hence although substitution is syntactic, its nested iterate is idempotent.
In the next section we examine further properties of full AFLs closed under syntactic operators.
SPLITTING AFSs
In the last section we investigated ways of composing full semiAFLs and full AFLs by applying syntactic operators to proper subsemiAFLs. We observed in Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.2 that a full principal AFL can never be expressed as the closure of any ; in such cases we say that .,~(L) splits. We show in Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries that if ~(L) does not split, then g(L) contains one and only one maximal proper full subAFL; the two situations are mutually exclusive. A full AFL that is not principal may or may not split, but if it does not split, it has no maximal proper full subAFL.
We show in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 that closure under any syntactic operator precludes decomposition by splitting. Finally, we give examples of full AFLs that do not split and are not closed under any syntactic operator.
It should be observed that splitting and indeed all of Definitions 3.1-3.3 can be defined for AFLs as well as full AFLs and the appropriate analogs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can be proven in almost identical words. The only complication is the handling of {e} which makes the definitions a little clumsy. For example, in Definition 3.1 we must define
and say s splits if s = o~(s176 1 kJ ~) with o~-(s176 u {{e}}) and o~(A~ u {{e}}) incomparable; otherwise every nonregular AFL containing {e} would split. However, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are established only for full AFLs and semiAFLs and it is unknown if any analogue exists in the more general case. Hence, since we are otherwise dealing only with full AFLs and semiAFLs, we give the next definitions and theorems only for that case. (1) implies (2), (3)implies (4), and (6)implies (1) .
Suppose that (2) (4) holds, and 50 = o~(Q) for some nonempty family of languages Q. If Q is independent, then Q must be finite since ~9 ~ is full principal. Let L 1 ~ Q and let ~ = ~r and ~ = .~(Q -{L1} ). Then 50 = o~(Q) = o~(~ u ~). Hence either 5~ ~, or ~ C ~a. In the first case, ~(Q) = o~(Q -{La}), so Q is not independent, contrary to hypothesis. Otherwise o~(L1) = ~(Q), so we must have Q -{La} since Q is independent. Now suppose that (5) IfL a ~ ~(50), then 50 --g(L1) _C g({S 1 .... , S~}) C 50. Since {S 1 ,..., S~} is a core of 50, it must have a subcore of size one, i.e., one Si is a generator of 50. This contradicts the definition of the S~. Hence L 1 e ~49g(50) and so ./Vg(50) is a full AFL as desired. We now establish a connection between splitting and closure under simple syntactic operators. Part (2) 
INSERTION
In this section we examine in detail the syntactic operator insertion. We show first that insertion is a simple operator. Then we show that concatenation is in g29 --00, that insertion is hierarchical with respect to concatenation and that insertion is in Q9 --01 9 We see that insertion gives us an example of a syntactic operation not in g29-00 and so justifies Definition 2.8. Finally, we give some more specialized properties of insertion and its close connection with concatenation.
Several families of languages--such as the stack languages, the nonerasing stack languages, and the ultralinear languages [16] --are not closed under substitution but are closed under insertion. Thus, we obtain many further examples of full semiAFLs and AFLs closed under syntactic operators.
First we need some definitions. 
. w LnL,/ I n >~ 1, ri e ~ , L[e ~2 ,1 <~ i <~ n}.
For example, take n as the number of states in a deterministic regular automaton for R~.
We observe without proof that 9 is the simple operator associated with concatenation. We shall show that (2) is in g?v --00 9 However, no AFL operation @ can be syntactic, for if oW is a full semiAFL that is not an AFL and L 1 and L~ are f2-disjoint members of ~&o _ 5r then @(Lx, L2) ~ ~qf.
Since concatenation is associative, we have a simple way of expressing ~o 9 Thus an insertion is a substitution such that at most one symbol in a word is replaced at any time. By the same arguments used in [18] for substitution we have, although insertion is not associative: 
,(L1, L2) = {xwy I xy eL1 , w EL~}.
We shall first show that, is the simple operator associated with ~(L x , L2).
LEMMA 4.2. If L 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint, then ,#2 ( L1) ~//] ( L2) = J] ( ~( L1, L~) ).
Proof. As 
q == (K1, Z2, A, H, p, {q}). Let r(a) -----{a} for a e A and r q)) =-M~.q(L2) for (p, q) e T. Then clearly r is an insertion on MI(L1), and L = ~'(MI(LI) ) e.~(L1) u/~(L2). Hence J/~(,(L1, L2) ) C .d(gl ) ,#/2(L2).
Now let L ~ od(L1) LM(L2). Then L -"r(M(La)) where M (/(71, Z1, A t~ T, H, qo, F)
is an a-transducer and, a substitution such that M(L1) _C A*(T W {e}) A*, T n A = 4, and r(a)= {a} for a cA, and for a c T, r(a)-= M,~(L2) for an a-transducer M~ = (K,, Z'a, Aa, H,, qa, Fo). We can assume that all the state sets are mutually disjoint and that M is l-bounded. Let
K2=U(K~•
,~= Z] U (U ZJa ) ,
aET -aET " H'= {(p,u, v,q) l (P,u,v,q)c H, v6 T} k) {(p, u, e, (qa, q)) ] (P, u, a, q) 6 H, a E T} u {((p, q), u, v, (p', q)) [ (p, u, v, p') e Ha, a 6 T, q 6 K1} U {((f, q), e, e, q) I ~a E T,.f~Fa, q ~ K1} , and Then
Hence, and so
M= (Ks, Z~ w le,z~,H',qo,F ). L = r(M(L~)) = _~r(~(L1, L2) ) c M/](,(L1, L2) ). d/](L1) ~d/](L~) _C J/]0(L~, Le)),
.
~(L~) ,...g(L~) = ...g(~(L~, L~)).
COROLLARY.
If ~fl and ~2 are full principal semiAFLs, then so is ~,~ .
LEMMA 4.3. ~(L1, L~).
Proof.
show that In the next three lemmas we show that insertion is a syntactic operator hierarchical with respect to concatenation. Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 are somewhat stronger than necessary.
The operator ~ is a simple operator associated with the operation
L 1 UL e = MI(,(L 3 uL~ ,L 4 UL6) c~ (Z a U Z4)+) u Me(,(L 3 uL 5 ,L 4 uL~) (~ (Z 5 w Z6)+ ) eo,d(,(L a uL 5 ,L 4 UL6) ) = ~dd(L 3 w La) ,~/](L~ v L~)) C_ ~flt~2.
The proofs of all three lemmas run along the same lines as the proof of the Key Lemma (2.1) of [20] ; similar arguments appear in [22] and [25] Proof. We shall show (1); the proof of (2) is symmetric.
, "r(a) = {a), a r T, and z(c) 9 ~ for c 9 T. We can assume that e r ~-(c) for c e T. Let h 1 and hz again be the distinguishing homorphisms, hi(a)= a, a e Zi, i 9 2), and hi(a ) = e, a 9 Z~, i ve j, i, j e {1, 2). Also let hi(c ) = e, c 9 T.
The proof follows the same lines as the proof of the previous lemma but is not quite as clean. For x 9 L1 and y 9 L~ we compare the factorizations 
ceT 1
For c e T, let
/'~ = h2(-c(c ) n Z1+2~2"), and L, = h2(L n Z1"c273" ).
Let cET
Clearly i51 e ~v 1 and /`z e o~cfz 9 ~2Pl. We claim that L 1 _C L 1 and ['2 C L~. Certainly, hl(L n ,U3* ) = hl(r(L n X:~*)) _C L 1 . If c e T 1 , then r(c) n 272+ ~ ~, so L n s _C Z'l*272*cL'2*. If x e hl(L n 27z*c273"), then xwlcw 2 eL for some wl, w 2 e Z'2*. Let z e "r(c) n Z2+; since xwlzw 2 e r(L) =L1L2, x eL 1 . Hence/51 _CL 1 .
If x e/_-,~ and y ~/`c, then for some w I e Z'I* , and w2, w3 e Z3* , w 2 e ~-(c) n XI+Z'2* , wlcw a cL, and x = hz(w2) and y = h2(wlcw3) = h2(wz). Then g0IW2W 3 e r(L) = L1L2, so xy = h2(w2) h2(wa) = h2(wlwzw3) e L 2 . Hence/'2 _C L 2.
If L 1 =/'1, then L 1 e ~q~ as desired. Otherwise, let x e L1 --I21, and consider xy for any y e L~.
Since xy eLIL z = ~-(L), xy = wlzw 2 for some wlcw 2 eL and z e "r(c). If x is a subword of wl, then z e Z'2+ and wz e Z2*, so c e T 1 and x = hi(w1) = hl(wlcw2) ~/`1" Since x is not in s x must extend into z. Hence w I e 271" and z e Z1+272". 
Proof. Let L 1C271% L 2_C272% 27 ln273=r
Let ,(L 1,L2)~05r Then *(L1, L2) = ,(R), R e N, R C 273% and r a substitution with 7(a) 9 .LP for a 9 278 . We can assume that for all a 9 27~ , r(a) ~ r e r r(a), and 27a'a273* n R ~ r Let h I and h 2 be defined as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
Ginsburg and Rose prove that if a language L is regular, then L can be expressed as L = Ui=i AiBt, where for each w eL and each division w = xy of w there is an i such that x 9 At and y 9 Bt [1 1]. We need the converse--ifL can be so expressed, then L is regular. Let f(x) = {ilx ~ At}. Iff(x) =f(z), and xy is in L, then for some i, x 9 At and y 9 Bt, so z ~ A t and zy 9 AtB i C_L. Hence, if f (x) =f(z), for all y, xy is in L if and only if zy in isL. Thus the Nerode relation s is of finite index and L is regular [29, 32] .
This time, for xy ~L 1 and z 9 2 we consider factorizations either of the form In the first case, z is a substring of r(a) for a e 2:3, and z e h~(r(a) n l~*l~*ll* ).
In the second case, z is a substring of-r(awzb) for two symbols a, b e I a , and z = z~z~za for z a e h~(r(a)), z~ @ e, z~ e h~(~'(w~)) and z~ e h~(~(b)), z~ 4= e. If for each z eL~ the first case occurs for some xy eL~, then we can express all ofL z in terms of the ~"(a), and L~ e ~. Otherwise, for some z eL~ the second case occurs for all xy ~Lt. This will enable us to express L1 as w A,Bi and apply the result mentioned above. 
4&, {~}) 2 ~(R,).
If xauby e R 1 and a, b e I4, then T(u) C_ 12" , z(a) C Xl*12* and z(b) _C_C la*Ii*.
Since a regular set has only finitely many quotients, 9 there are nonempty regular sets Proof. If 5~ is insertion closed it is afortiori concatenation closed since insertion is hierarchical to concatenation. Then ~'~ = ~, so ~o~o is concatenation closed.
Suppose c~o is not insertion closed. Let L E ~('~Sf --5~, L _C 271" and let c be new.
By an obvious modification of Lemma 4.4, (Lc) 2 6 ~ 9 &r By Corollary 1 to Lemma 4.5, (Lc) a ~ 5r ~ But (Lc) 3 ~ (~qo~)~, so ~qo~o is not concatenation closed.
Remark. We can now see that insertion is in ~9 --01 but not in f2 D --00 . Since insertion is hierarchical to concatenation and concatenation is in X29 --00, insertion is in ~9 --01 9 On the other hand, let A and B be strongly disjoint languages such that . It was shown in [22] that the stack languages are not closed under substitution. Informally, the reason was that a stack automaton cannot go to the top of the stack arbitrarily often to take care of the words substituted without losing its place in the stack. This does not apply to insertion. IfL 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint stack languages, a stack automaton can recognize ~(L 1 , L2) by working on an initial segment ofL 1 , placing a mark where it guesses it will be when it starts reading L 2 , then, if the guess is right, going to the top of the stack to imitate aL 2 computation, and finally, if successful, returning to its original place to resume the L 1 computation. The inserted L 2 computation can be done in a different stack vocabulary which afterwards can be left on the stack and ignored. Thus both the stack and the nonerasing stack languages are closed under insertion. The checking automaton languages are closed under substitution [22] .
Thus the stack and nonerasing stack languages, like the checking automaton and context-free languages, are uniformly star closed. Hence any generator is an m-generator. Intuitively, this means that any AFA representation [7, 21, 23 ] has a built-in "endmarker" in the sense that it can accept any language without "touching bottom" (i.e., emptying or reinitializing its auxiliary storage tape) until the end.
Since the stack languages do not split, ~?o (stack) is the unique full AFL covered by the stack languages. ~ (stack) must be insertion closed by Theorem 3.3. It must contain the nonerasing stack languages [22] , the context-free languages [9] , and, by Theorem 2.4, the bounded stack languages; it also contains all full AFLs contained in the quasirealtime stack languages [22] . The identity of ~ (stack) is an open question, as is ~ (context-free).
Using Lemma 4.6, we can make statements about s162162 (s ,L,r etc., as well as about ~/i,.~(o,W). It is evident that = U4(4:).
n
We shall now prove an additional lemma which, together with Lemma 2.1, will allow us to say more than Theorem 4.1 does concerning insertion, insertion closures, and the relationship between concatenation and insertion. Further, we observed before that ifLcL is in s a new letter, of course) then L is regular; hence ~q~ contains no nonregular AFL. Therefore, the family Jff,(~) of ultralinear languages contains no nonregular AFL.
By Theorem 4.2, the family, .~.~ = Um ~ = ~0.//[,(~), of all finite turn bounded pda languages cannot contain .LP a @ ~ for any nonregular full AFLs 5e x and ~ and any syntactic operator @ (this clearly holds for ~OJZ,(~5(') if &v is any full semiAFL that contains no nonregular AFLs). The family of all finite turn bounded pda languages is a full AFL that is not a full principal AFL, is not closed under insertion, does not split (and so does not cover any full AFL) and does not contain any nonregular AFL closed under any syntactic operator.
The families, o~ .... of (n, m)-bounded languages were also discussed in [24] . It can be shown that so ~%,~ is a full bounded AFL that is not full principal and does not split. The families, ~n.o, of nested n-counter languages [24, 26] can likewise be obtained by using a syntactic operator, in this case substitution: oa~n+l. ~ = o~ 0~,~. By observing that the one counter languages, ~1.~, are not uniformly star closed (if K 1 is the one-sided canceling language on one letter, ~1,,o = ,~(K1) 4: -//[(K0), we could show that ,~,~ is not closed under substitution and so ,~,o, C ~n+l.o~ for all n ~ 1.
OTHER SYNTACTIC OPERATORS
We conclude by discussing briefly two families of syntactic operators. One is formed of intercalations, which are generalizations of insertion, and share all those properties of insertion not involving Lemma 4.1. The other operators we shall examine are the replications introduced in [12] . Replications are the first syntactic operators encountered that do not preserve regularity. The regular sets are closed under intercalations as are stack languages, but not context-free languages. Proof. The proof of (1)-(3) parallels the proof of the corresponding parts of Theorem 4.2 and is omitted.
It can be shown that families closed under all finite intercalations include the stack languages, the nonerasing stack languages, the checking automaton languages, and the equal matrix languages (defined in [33] ). The stack languages are not closed under substitution; the context-free languages are closed under substitution but not under intercalation of degree 2. Observe that [,)k ,j,:(L1,L2) : Shuff(La ,L2), and if L 1 and L2 are strongly disjoint, ~r a ,L2) ~(Shuff (L 1 ,L2) ). For semiAFLs, closure under Shuff is equivalent to closure under intersection [8] and implies closure under intercalation. Thus intercalation gives us another example of a syntactic operator whose iterate is not syntactic. It was shown in [12] that if ~ is a full semiAFL so is of. It would be desirable to introduce a syntactic operator @ such that 4 @ 4 = (~1 v 4)~ for full semiAFLs. However, such an operator would not be syntactic. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 can be shown to hold for @ so defined, but not Lemma 2.4, since (4 v 4)0 = (~~ v (4)0. Furthermore, in order to obtain a simple operator we must restrict ourselves to functions p such that p(i) = 1 for some i; otherwise we obtain a form of reversal that is not simple.
The best we can do is to define an operator @ such that A reversal is not a simple operator, so we consider only p e P. It is evident that 404 = (~o 9 4),. For P e P, clearly ~ 9 4 C (~,~ (2) ~Lf2)o and hence p is simple since (2) is simple.
For our present purposes we need a different •. Since ~/(L 1 u {e}) = JC'(cLlc k9 {e}), De is a complete class. We shall show that each p is in DE --01.
For convenience, let p E P be represented by (p(1),..., p(v(p))). In particular, the function p with p(1) = 1 and u(p) = 1 will be represented by <1).
First we observe that if p ~P --{{1)}, then p satisfies part of Definition 2.8 in a very strong way because for (L1, L2) ~ De, p(Lx, L2) has the properties of a c-finite language. We omit the proof of the next lemma. If w~M(hi(L1)), then w~Zl+ and 3x, y~(221u{c,d})*, z~L1, such that w cM (xewdy) and hi(z ) -xcwdy. Then 56 is not an AFL nor a full principal semiAFL. By Theorem 3.4,
Let a=[hl(z)]o(1)...[hi_l(Z)]O(i-a' and [3 = [hi+l(Z)]oci-il) "" [hN(z)]o(N). Then o~(hi(z)) R fl --ayRdwRcxRfl cp(cLd,
is not a full principal AFL, does not split and has no independent core; furthermore, since 5(' is not an AFL, ~bs is not closed under replication by Theorem 2.1. It was first shown in [12] , by entirely different methods, that :~b58 is not a full principal AFL.
If one defines the finite turn checking automaton languages in analogy to the finite turn pda languages [16] , they can easily be shown to form s162 (clearly(l, R,..., 1, R) (L, {e}) is recognizable by a finite turn checking automaton language for L ~; standard methods show that the 2n-turn checking automaton languages form d]({(wcwkfl w ~{a, b}*}) [8] ). Likewise, the equal matrix languages [33] can be readily shown to form U = p~.41 the closure of~ under duplication and are a proper subfamily of 5r Hence the equal matrix languages, .W', do not form an AFL nor a full principal semiAFL, and ~b5r is not ch/sed under duplication, does not split, and is not a full principal AFL.
